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Rated Power

Three Heating Levels    

Shell
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SPECIFICATIONS

INSTRUCTIONS

DP-0HV01

Heated Vest

5V / 1.9A

9.5W

131°F (High, Red Light), 122°F (Medium, 

Blue Light), and 113°F (Low, Green Light)

100% Polyester

100% Polyester          

1. Unzip the inner pocket and take out the USB cable.

2. Insert the USB cable into the USB output on the battery. Then push the Power Button 
on your battery pack to turn it on. The thermal switch on the vest (near your chest) 
now cycles through red, blue, and green light for once, indicating the vest is plugged 
in. 

※ Please use a portable battery pack with 2A or 2.4A USB output to power up 
this vest. ※

3. Long press the thermal switch for 2 seconds and it will flash red light. The vest will
enter the AUTO Mode. In AUTO Mode, the temperature of your vest will regulate 
from High to Medium after the red light flashes for 5 minutes.



CARE

WARNING

1. Take out the portable charger. Hand washing the vest with neutral detergent is 
recommended. Do not clean the vest by rubbing or kneading roughly. Drip dry the 
vest in a cool, well-ventilated place before the next use.

2. The heating elements in the vest are easily broken when washed in a washing 
machine. To maintain the quality and expand the service life of the vest, hand 
washing is highly recommended. Alternatively, you can put the vest into a laundry 
bag before machine washing.  

1. DO NOT plug the vest into your portable charger if you do not plan to use for a long 
time.

4. The running time of the heated vest varies with the capacity of your portable 
charger. 

2. DO NOT hand wash the vest in hot water or with strong acidic detergent.

3. DO NOT use the vest if it is wet. Please shut off power and stop using the vest 
immediately. 

5. Press and hold the thermal switch for 2 seconds again to stop the vest from heating.

4. If you prefer a certain heating level to the AUTO mode, short press the thermal 
switch. Then you can adjust temperature settings from High, Medium to Low. The 
red light stands for high heat. The blue light indicates medium heat and the green 
light signals low heat.


